Pre-Law Application Timeline

**Fall of Junior Year**
- Begin studying for the LSAT*
- Create an LSAC Account
- Visit law schools
- Attend LSAC forums
- Apply for LSAC fee waiver (if qualified)
- Take several practice LSATs

**Spring of Junior Year**
- Visit law schools
- Take several practice LSATs
- Register for the LSAT
- Request letters of recommendation
- Begin personal statement
- Start CAS application

**Summer Between Junior & Senior Year**
- Begin resume
- Work on personal statement
- Request transcripts for CAS
- Have personal statement reviewed
- Have resume reviewed
- Take the LSAT in June, August, or September (Ideal timing)

**Fall of Senior Year**
- Contact law schools to request application fee waiver (if qualified)
- Submit Application by Oct. 1 for best chance at scholarship consideration
- Submit an application addendum at end of semester (if necessary)

*Some law schools have opportunities for an LSAT waiver or will accept another entrance exam in lieu of the LSAT (e.g., the GRE). However, these are rare situations and require advanced research and planning. Talk to an Explore Center advisor to learn more.